How to Make Your Own Protest Signs
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Introduction
You need to make signs for a rally or a protest. As long as you’re going to the trouble, spend
the time to make sure your signs get noticed.
The big picture is to look good on the TV news. A great sign will be shared on social media.
Legible signs with correct spelling and grammar add credibility to your message. Welldesigned signs imply that your group is competent and must be taken seriously.
Signs are not just words – colored shirts are signs, too! A bunch of people wearing the same
color makes a statement of group support, while a diversity of handmade signs makes a
statement of grassroots support.
Sign design is sort of like driving a car: you are always juggling a number of different
bits of info, with the intent of getting to a destination but with many possible routes.
Sign making is sort of like cooking: you assemble your ingredients and put them
together in a particular order.
This brochure will help you consider your options, and then guide you step-by-step through the
process of how to make your sign be one that stands out in the crowd. The material here does
not cover identical, commercially printed signs which imply institutional support and resources,
however both types of signs work well.

Sign Design
Where When, and How You'll Use Your Sign Will Influence the Design
● Evaluate the event’s setting: Indoor or outdoor? Will marchers carry the signs? Do you
want to pin fabric signs to peoples’ shirts? (This can be a good idea if signs can’t be
carried.) Are there fences or buildings to hang signs on? Do you want to string a banner
across a street or overpass or from a bridge? If outdoors, will it be raining, snowing, or
windy?
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● Handles and size: Will signs-on-sticks or large signs be allowed? Should you be
concerned about the sticks being used as weapons?
● Quantity: One sign or many? If many, are they all basically the same, or different?
● Your work space: At home, in a workshop or on the sidewalk?
● Labor: Is it just you, or will you have helpers? Are the others paid (and likely to be in
charge), or are they volunteers? Experienced or newbies?
● Timing: How soon must it be done?
● Resources: What materials, tools, and funds are available, or can be acquired?

Get Your Message Across
● Your message: Write or type out the letters. Make sure you have the correct words and
that they're spelled accurately. You may need to double-check with organizers. Watch
out for apostrophes! The strongest message may be just one word, such as, “HOPE”.
● Humor? Maybe your sign will get more attention if it contains razor-sharp humor or
sarcasm. This can be very effective, but in some protest settings it can be inappropriate.
Balloons, fun letter styles and glitter may not work for the message you’re trying to get
across.
● Emphasis: Read the words out loud several times, each time emphasizing a different
word. What you emphasize can alter the message. You can highlight the strongest
word(s) by making them a different color, larger, or bolder. This creates a more effective
message and makes a better-looking sign.
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Sketch Your Ideas
● The layout: Wide banner? Square cardboard on a stick? One-sided, or two? Make a
small sketch of your sign. If you are rushed, keep the layout simple but take the time to
do some quick thumbnail sketches. Arrange the words and any images in various ways.
This work will help you make a better sign and also avoid problems such as cramming
the margins. The more thumbnails you make, the better your design will be. Consider
colors and images while you sketch.
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● Images: Do you want to add a graphic? Images can send a powerful message and can
add quick comprehension. Draw your own, find an image on the internet, or use a
photograph or magazine illustration.
● Colors: Black and white is always safe, red is powerful. Colors are eye-grabbing, but
mid-tones are not as visible. Yellow letters are almost impossible to read. Red and blue
close together may “jitter”.

Sign Making Materials – Options
Maybe you’re limited to a zero-dollar budget. If so, look around and get creative with what
you have on hand. However, if you can run to the store to get that perfect color of paint, or
something to give you a handle, you might end up with a better sign.
As you round up materials, keep in mind whether you will want to use the sign multiple
times and what the weather will be like. Here are some ideas of materials to get you
started.
● Banners - old bedsheets; vinyl or canvas from a store; butcher paper or Tyvek.
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● Sign boards - Thin plywood or Masonite (this can get heavy to hold); poster
board, mat board or foam-core from art supply store; recycled political lawn
signs; corrugated plastic (“Corex”); or the old standard, corrugated cardboard
from boxes (maybe you can paint it white).
● Handles - Paint stir sticks (smaller signs); yardsticks; wood mop handles (big
signs); yard stakes; dowels; 1”x2” lumber from the store. Banners can be hung
from PVC pipe or garden trellises.
● For lettering:
○ Water-based paints are easier for beginners to use and allow easy clean
up. These include artist’s acrylics, most house paints, and tempera (poster
paint).
○ Other mediums and tools include recycled paint from metro, big felt-tip
markers, foam brushes or cheap bristle brushes, spray paints, crayons or
pastel sticks, and many kinds of inks. Tip: tempera paint is not waterproof
- something to keep in mind if you’re going out in the rain.
Note: Resources for sign making materials are listed at the end of this document
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Make Your Sign
Get Organized
You've nailed down the words and any images. You know if you'll be working outside in the
rain or in a room. You have your materials in hand and you chose a layout. You are ready to
start.
1. Round up your materials and organize your workspace.
2. Assemble your crew. Assign tasks based on ability.
3. Find your layout. You will enlarge your thumbnail sketch to make this sign.

Single Signs and/or Multiples, and Making a Pattern
Will you need to make multiples all the same? Do you need accurate directions for your
lettering? If so, a pattern will be more efficient than starting fresh with each sign. The
instructions that follow assume a pattern, but also work for a good layout on single signs. *
1. You will need a piece of paper a little larger than the sign material. On the pattern
paper, lightly mark the size (edges) of the finished sign. Then make a centerline from
top to bottom—vertically. You may want a ‘horizon’ line in the other direction, too.
Lightly mark in margin lines on the right and left sides. All these lines should be faint or
removable—you don’t want them in the final product.
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2. If you want your message to be centered on the sign, use this method: On your typed
(or handwritten) approved copy, spell backwards with a pencil to find the middle letter or
space and make a mark. Count each space as a letter. If you have more than one line,
do this for each line of copy.
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3. On the sign (or the pattern), starting at the center line, lightly sketch the right half of the
first line of the message. It’s okay if you finish before you hit the margin line. If you want
your message off-center, sketch accordingly. Re-sketch on the sign or pattern as
needed until the entire message and any image fit the way you want them to - you did
keep the lines faint, right?
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Now you have an idea of how tall the letters can be and still fit. Next is deciding how
thick the letters will be. The main copy is usually heavier than any smaller wording.
4. Continue to sketch the letters in as much detail you think you’ll need to fill in with a paint
brush or other method.
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5. If the lettering on a pattern doesn’t line up perfectly, you can cut the paper and move the
lines of wording until all is centered again, then tape the pattern together. (This is why
you started with a larger piece of paper.) Now trim the outside edges to the size of the
sign material and there you have a paper pattern. *
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How to Transfer a Pattern
To use the pattern, you must transfer it onto the sign.
Method 1: Have the sign on the bottom (right side up), lay a piece of carbon paper (ink
side down) in the middle, and put the pattern on top. Draw over the pattern’s lines with a
sharp stick or ballpoint pen. Be careful not to lean your hand on the paper to avoid
transferring smudges. Carefully pull a corner back and check that the lines are
transferring to the sign. Don’t lift everything off before you check it because it is hard to
put the pattern back in exactly the right place.
Method 2: If you can’t find carbon paper, rub a soft pencil or charcoal stick over the
back of the pattern and transfer lines the same way.
Method 3: Poke holes through the pattern paper with a pin, following the lines. Then
rub charcoal or chalk through the holes to get a nice set of dots to follow. For bigger
patterns you can use a dressmaker pattern wheel (or a pounce wheel, available from
some craft shops) to make holes. Once perforated, remember to sand the back of the
pattern with medium grit sandpaper or the holes will close up. A completed pounce
pattern will transfer a layout very quickly and can do it many times.
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To use a perforated pattern, you need to push some powder through the holes.
Powdered charcoal (on a white surface) or powdered chalk (for dark backgrounds) are
the usual. Don’t try powdered graphite – it's way too messy. To make your own powder
you can rub a charcoal stick or blackboard chalk over a food grater or a window screen,
or just buy it at an art supply store. Now make a ‘pounce bag’. Cut a piece of tee shirt
material (or old handkerchief or bedsheet) that is about 8” square. Mound up your
powder on it and pull the corners together to form a little bag, then tie it or tape it closed.
The old standard was tobacco sacks, back when people rolled their own smokes, if that
helps visualize it.
It has been a slow process, but now the pounce pattern is really quick and flexible.
Hold the paper pattern down on the background and dab at it with your pounce bag,
going over each area a few times. Lift up a corner to see if the powder is getting
through; it takes a bit longer at first for powder to fill in the holes. But once you’re done
pouncing, you’ll have the design on in dotted lines. Now (advantage #1), take a moment
to look at the layout - should it be higher or moved left a bit? If you want to change now
it is a simple matter to wipe off the dust and re-pounce; much faster than re-drawing
everything with carbon paper. And (advantage #2), if you want another sign, or the
same thing on the backside, just rub over the pattern with your pounce bag; again much
faster than re-drawing the whole thing with carbon paper.

Let Your Computer and Printer Make the Words
Another option is to enter the words of your message on a computer using a large font
on multiple pages. Print, trim, and tape the pages to make a pattern that matches your
layout. If you use Method 3 to transfer the pattern to the sign, be sure to trim the
printouts to keep the overlaps of paper narrow because powder won’t go through two
layers of paper.
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Conclusion
The Design and Message of Your Protest Sign is Only Limited by Your
Imagination
A rally or a demonstration should be a strategic event, but preparing for it, making plans and
signs, can also be a fun, team-building exercise. It is possible to be serious and clear…
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or, a bit funny
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…or even strange

and still work to call attention to your cause. The only one that doesn’t work is when it is
unintentionally illegible.

Pictures of Effective Protest Signs
Examples of fancy and plain protest signs include tee-shirts, banners, signs with and without
sticks, signs on poles, bumper stickers, sandwich boards, fabric signs pinned to jackets, and
signs made by children.
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Materials and Resources

Portland, Oregon Sources
•

Pacific Coast Sign Supply - 940 SE 7th Ave, Portland, OR, 97214
Corex (corrugated plastic sheets), vinyl banners, a wide variety of brushes, paint, pounce
wheels, charcoal powder, chalk powder

•

Columbia Art & Drafting - 1515 E Burnside St, Portland, OR, 97214
Paint, spray paint, brushes, wide felt-tip markers, poster board, mat board

•

Dick Blick (local and national - check for local locations)
Corex, paint, spray paint, brushes, poster board, mat board, felt-tip markers

Other Suppliers In & Outside of Portland
1. Amazon
Everything under the sun
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2. Craft Stores – Michaels, Craft Warehouse, Hobby Lobby,
Poster board, markers, tempera paint, paint, paint brushes, glitter, streamers, chalk, glue,
etc.
3. Variety Stores – Walmart, Fred Meyer, Target
Poster board, markers, tempera paint, paint, paint brushes, glitter, streamers, chalk, glue,
etc.
4. Office Supply Stores – Staples, Office Depot
Poster board, Corex (?), felt-tip markers, glue
5. Home Improvement Stores – Lowe's, Home Depot, Farm & Fleet, Menard's, etc.
Corrugated cardboard, brushes, paint, paint brushes, markers, glue
6. Drugstores – Walgreens, Rite Aid
Poster board, glue, streamers, glitter, arts & crafts paint brushes
7. Appliance and Home Improvement Stores
Depending on the day you arrive, these stores sometimes have huge pieces of corrugated
cardboard in their recycle.

Online Sign-Making References
• Wiki-How, How To Make Protest Signs
• How to Make a Protest Sign that isn't Garbage
• Bedford Democratic Committee

Credits
The content of this document was written and compiled by Lee Littlewood, Sue Greenseth, and
Gregory McNaughton for The Portland Society for Calligraphy.
August, 2020
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